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1 Abstract 

This dissertation studies market efficiency in the European transfer market for foot-

ball. Data on player statistics and transfer fees is collected over the five most recent 

seasons, and covers Premier League, Bundesliga, La Liga, Serie A and Ligue 1. 

With three linear regression models, we attempt to answer in which degree the mar-

ket is efficient. The player rating model is meant to capture on pitch performance, 

and in turn used as an explanatory variable in the final transfer fee model. Two 

transfer fee models are then estimated based upon player- and market characteris-

tics. Our findings show that there exists a premium for South American players, 

concluding that the market is weakly inefficient due to the premium on South Amer-

ican players. 
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2 Introduction  

Our thesis is founded upon the principles of the Efficient Market Hypothesis, and 

focuses on the European transfer market for football.  Football is the most viewed 

sport in the world, and large amounts of capital are involved when clubs invest in 

new players. The football industry has experienced profound growth in revenues in 

recent years. Revenues in terms of broadcasting rights has been flourishing, along-

side with substantial investments in clubs and players (P. J. Sloane, 2015). The ea-

gerness to stay competitive, and reap financial rewards, is observable in transfer 

fee- and wage records within the industry.  As the report from FIFA TMS shows, 

the summer transfer window comprised of 7,325 international transfers, with a 

global spending amounting to USD 3.72 billion (Big 5 - Transfer Window Analysis 

Summer 2016, 2016).  The current market depicts a higher activity level than ever 

before, and is observable as player prices have surged. The abundance of detailed 

player information, such as performance data, transfer fees and wages, makes foot-

ball an interesting market to investigate various economic theories.(Frick, 2007). 

 

The publication of Moneyball raised questions regarding the use of player perfor-

mance data for valuation and recruitment in sports. Michael Lewis´ book tells the 

story about the ability of Billy Bean and the baseball club Oakland Athletics. Their 

ability in sustaining a competitive advantage eight years in a row, despite low wage 

expenditures, was highly intriguing. This new rationale of player recruitment and 

valuation got other sports industries more engaged in sports analytics to improve 

sporting decisions. Today, we have technology capturing detailed performance 

data, allowing clubs to assess athletes with quantitative methods that were 

unachievable some years ago.  

 

Through investigating the relationship between observed transfer fees, player char-

acteristics and on-field performance we will attempt to determine if the transfer 

market is efficient. Most earlier studies have either created a performance rating, or 

analyzed transfer fees, apart from (Sæbø, 2016). Using the work of Sæbø (2016) as 

inspiration, we will try to answer the research question.  

Our research question is the following: “Is the European transfer market for foot-

ball efficient, and what determine transfer fees in football?”, 
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In the attempt to answer the question, we will construct three regression based mod-

els: 

1. A player rating based on performance data which will capture on-pitch per-

formance (Fixed effects method). 

2. A transfer fee model to determine which player- and market characteristics 

that are significant in determining prices. 

3. An augmented transfer fee model including the player rating to test for market 

efficiency. 

In section 2, we start by describing the characteristics, history and mechanisms of 

the European transfer market, with focus on the top tier divisions in the UK, Ger-

many, Italy, Spain and France. Moving forward, section 2 continues to investigate 

and discuss existing literature on economics of sports in addition to classical finan-

cial theories. Section 3-5 discusses the theory, data and methodology applied in the 

empirical investigation. Section 6 provides results and analysis from the study. In 

section 7, we discuss key findings and conclude on the empirical paper, with sug-

gestions for further research steps. 

3 Background and literature 

To deepen the readers understanding, and clarify the basis for this dissertation, sec-

tion 2 will explain the context in which the investigation will pursue. The first part 

will focus on the peculiar mechanisms of the European transfer market, limited to 

the five most popular leagues in European football, while the literature section will 

review earlier studies` findings and thoughts.   

3.1 Mechanics and” The Big 5” 

To deepen the readers understanding, and clarify the basis for this dissertation, sec-

tion 2 will explain the context in which the investigation will pursue. The first part 

will focus on the peculiar mechanisms of the European transfer market, limited to 

the five most popular leagues in European football, while the literature section will 

review earlier studies` findings and thoughts.  

 

The main objective of the player transfer market is outlined by F. Carmichael and 

Thomas (1993, p. 1467):  
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The primary purpose . . . should be twofold: (i) to facilitate and organise the acqui-

sition and exchange of players by clubs to enable the reconstitution of teams with 

the aim of increasing playing strengths and improving team performances; (ii) to 

facilitate the movement of players between clubs in their search for better opportu-

nities, higher earnings or increased job satisfaction. 

 

The labor market in European football is irregular compared to a normal labor mar-

ket (P. Sloane, 1969; P. J. Sloane, 1971).The main distinction is that football players 

(workers) change workplaces by the transfer of monetary amounts to the employer 

holding their contract. Even though irregularities exist, other aspects of traditional 

labor are similar. Many organized team sports employ a transfer system where play-

ers are traded between clubs. North American team sports trade players through 

draft picks and swap deals, while European sports trade players for cash settlements.  

 

The transfer market in European football is characterized a free market. Player 

movements are always possible given that contractual obligation between clubs and 

players are satisfied(P. J. Sloane, 1971).  Throughout the years, this system has 

forgone several changes to improve functionality, transparency and maintain com-

petitive balance.  Each country has its own National football Association (NA), 

regarded as an authority overseeing that clubs comply with rules and regulations. 

FIFA, the governing body of international football sits at the top, followed by 

UEFA, the governing body for European football. National Associations sets local 

rules, but needs to comply with rules and regulations set by FIFA and UEFA. Re-

strictions and regulations are necessary to keep a healthy market. Due to interde-

pendency between clubs, regulations are in place to keep the distribution of high 

quality players even(Peeters & Szymanski, 2014).  

 
 

          Figure 1: Hierarchical structure of governing bodies in football. 

FIFA

UEFA

National	
Associations
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Players need registration in their respective National Association to play. To com-

plete a transfer, players need approval from National associations of both the team 

they are joining and the team they are departing from. A major change in the transfer 

market is worth mentioning. The Bosman ruling of (1995) strongly improved the 

functionality of the transfer market. Before the ruling, free transfers was not possi-

ble without the consent of the club who held the contract, even if the contract was 

expired (Stephen Dobson & Goddard, 2001). This led to substantial bargaining 

power for clubs, restricting players’ rights. The effect of the ruling entered force in 

2001, enabling players who were in their last year of contract to move on a free 

transfer. After 2001, when the Bosman effect entered force, transfers were limited 

into two periods; summer- and winter window. This event was a pivotal point in the 

transfer market, shifting some of the bargaining power from clubs to players.  

 

The construction of the leagues in big five in European football such as it encour-

ages competition. Each league has twenty teams competing domestically against 

each other, except Bundesliga which have 18 teams. Teams compete for a position 

in the top three/four, depending on league, which qualifies for the UEFA Champi-

ons league.  

3.2 Financial development of market 

The commercialization of the sport has only increased with the years. With large 

prizes for winners of domestic- and European competitions, teams seek sporting- 

and financial success by acquiring top-level players. In 2016, the European transfer 

market recorded all-time high total spending. A total of 1,504 transfers between the 

top five European competitions and a total transfer value amounting to 2.748 billion 

dollars was recorded which was 74 % of total international spending (Big 5 - 

Transfer Window Analysis Summer 2016, 2016). Paul Pogbas world record signing 

in 2016, with a transfer fee of €105 mill to Manchester United, illustrates club will-

ingness for success. Another interesting observation is that most transfers are with-

out fees, consisting of loans and free transfers. 
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Figure 2: Number of transfers and total spending of the big five. (Big 5 - Transfer Window Analysis Summer 

2016, 2016) 

 

Financial strength is an important aspect for a clubs sporting success. The English 

Premier League has the highest revenue; followed by Germany, Spain, Italy and 

France. The major distinctions between the big five comes from broadcasting rights 

and sponsorships. This says something about the financial strength and ability to 

spend in the transfer market. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.3 Literature review 

The literature applied is comprised of classical economic papers in addition to pa-

pers on the economics of sports.  

 

The literature and research published in relation to the economics of sports is noth-

ing of news, as they can be dated all the way back to around the late 1960´s. Whilst 

football related studies were few in relation to other sports, studies on the subject 

has recently flourished. (Sloane, 2015). The scholars of studies conducted in the 

Figure 3: Total revenue by country. KILDE!!!!!!! 
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late 90´s seemed to agree on one thing; the determination of transfer fees could 

make better use of advanced player performance metrics (P. J. Sloane, 2015, p. 5).  

 

Sloane was a pioneer in introducing the assumption that football clubs are utility 

maximizers, and not profit maximizers, a concept broadly recognized amongst his 

peers. Scholars (of the 1990´s) suggested that the field of study has been on standby 

until recent years (Fiona Carmichael, Forrest, & Simmons, 1999). Starting with 

Sloane´s study, regarding club behavior, we will present a literature review in rele-

vance to our research area.   

 

 P. Sloane (1969) discusses the differences of North American and European team 

sports. To classify the primary business activity of football clubs, he analyzed the 

behavior of English football clubs. In doing so, he challenged Rottenberg ´s sug-

gestion that football clubs are profit maximizers. Rottenberg saw no reason to treat 

professional sports leagues different from conventional business firms, hence the 

assumption of sports clubs being profit maximizers (P. Sloane, 1969). Sloane ar-

gues that that the assumption of profit maximization behavior is unfitting, because 

clubs operate with losses, while having limits on payment of fees to directors and 

dividends to shareholder.  He concludes that clubs are utility maximizers with a 

financial constraint, and the utility function having two arguments; team perfor-

mance and club profits.  

 

S. Dobson and Gerrard (1999) developed a model estimating player transfer fees in 

the English premier league. The TP-CP model was derived from Sloane´s assump-

tion. With the foundation of 1350 transfer fees between the period of June 1990 and 

August 1996, his model observes that the prices are mainly reflected by Player char-

acteristics, selling-club characteristics, buying club characteristics and time effects.  

The result showed that these factors explain 79 % percent of the variations in real 

transfer fees.  By also using the model to examine the inflation rate in the market, 

he concludes that statistically the market is highly rational.   

 

Gerrard (2007) analyses the transferability of Billy Bean and Oakland Athletics 

success in sustaining a competitive advantage, over to the more dynamic and com-

plex team sport of football. He identifies and discusses the issue with three main 

measurement problems in relation to copying the success of the Oakland A´s. This 
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ultimately being the conceptual, technological and cultural barriers, concluding that 

the two first mentioned issues are difficult, but manageable. Further on, he empha-

sizes that the cultural barrier is the most enduring challenge in transferring sustain-

able competitive advantage to a dynamic sport such as football.   

 

Leach and Szymanski (2015) reviews and challenges the generally adopted assump-

tion that European football clubs are utility maximizers. Their study examines the 

performance of sixteen English football clubs that became listed during the mid-

90s, and tracked the behavior of these clubs. Advocating that since the clubs were 

listed on a stock exchange, their behavior should drift towards a profit maximizing 

behavior. The study depicted no change in behavior after the listing, and they con-

cluded that the result is more consistent with the assumption that clubs are more 

profit maximizing then first assumed.  

 

More recent related papers are those of Frick (2007), Sæbø (2016) and McHale, 

Scarf, and Folker (2012). Frick´s (2007) paper reviews vast available evidence and 

models on the transfer market of football. He summarizes and compares different 

methodologies and results of other scholars within the field. McHale et al. (2012) 

creates a player performance index for EA sports. Their index attempts to rate play-

ers objectively with a single score using six sub-indices. The result showed that 

they were successful in creating such an index, which we will partly attempt to 

recreate. Sæbø (2016) evaluates market efficiency within the transfer market, and 

will be used for inspiration. They create a regression based rating to use as input for 

analyzing transfer fees.  

 

Even with the increase of literature in recent years, scholars still haven’t found an 

answer to the puzzle in relation to the peculiarities of the economics of football. 

Still, the assumption of clubs being utility maximizers carry major influence in this 

field. As Sloane, and several other scholars suggest, the economics of sport has only 

now started to flourish (P. J. Sloane, 2015, p. 5).       

4 Theory 

The theories introduced in this section will form the foundation for our anal-

ysis. As there are differences between the transfer- and stock market, direct appli-

cation of classical economic theory proves difficult. 
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4.1 Efficient Market Hypothesis 

Fama (1970, p. 387) stated that “A market in which prices always “fully reflect” 

available information is called “efficient””. The theory states that in an efficient 

capital market, prices should fully reflect available information. The empirical work 

conducted can be divided into three categories; strong-form, semi-strong and weak 

form. The condition of weak form efficiency is that market prices reflect historical 

information.  Secondly, semi-strong form test if the prices adjust in terms of new 

information. The condition is fulfilled if all publicly available information (and his-

torical) is immediately reflected in market prices. Finally, strong-form tests if in-

vestors have monopolistic access to any information. Prices should reflect all infor-

mation, including historical, public and private. To obtain this degree of market 

efficiency, everyone must possess the same specific information as industry experts 

and insiders.  

 

This market is not frictionless, as information is gathered by firms, and sold to clubs 

for a fee, so the definition of what available information is in this context may be 

ambiguous. We define publicly available information as information that is obtain-

able for all. We will only consider information from on-field contributions, season-

ality and player characteristics such as age and nationality.  

4.2 Bargaining and Human Capital  

Bidding and bargaining between parties occur in all markets with supply and de-

mand where market prices are hard to pinpoint. Nash (1950) states that “A two-

person bargaining situation involves two individuals who have the opportunity to 

collaborate for mutual benefit in more than one way”. Explaining when n-number 

of parties are involved in a bidding situation, it ends up as a two-person bargaining. 

He continues to explain how the bargaining problem is idealized by assuming ra-

tionality among bidders. By this simplification, Nash creates a simplified economic 

environment which may not always be directly applicable.  

 

F. Carmichael and Thomas (1993) attempted to solve bargaining in the transfer 

market by building on Nash´s models. Using the Nash Bargaining Solution, defined 

as the transfer fee ƒ∗ that maximizes utility for both players (both the selling club 

and buying club), they attempted to derive the relationship between the two. Their 
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conclusion ended in that bargaining in the transfer market is not symmetric between 

buyers and sellers. 

 

Nash studied a zero-sum game, a game where the gains in utility of player A is 

directly offset by the utility losses of player. Von Neumann (2004) extended the 

model further by suggesting a nonzero sum game. In the nonzero sum game the 

assumptions and restrictions of the zero-sum game is eased, giving way to cooper-

ation and mutual benefits between the parties. The main separation of the two is 

that an optimal solution can always be found, and the combined gains/losses can 

differ from zero. An example of a non-zero sum game is the infamous Prisoner´s 

Dilemma.   

5 Data 

The data we work with in this master thesis is unbalanced panel data. To develop 

our models, we have collected team-/player specific metrics from whoscored.com, 

and transfer fee data from soccernews.com. Performance data collected is based on 

the top five leagues in European football. The horizon sets over a period of eight 

seasons (2009/2010-2016/2017) for each league, with 380 matches per season (306 

in Bundesliga). Two matches were canceled; one in Serie A (2011-2012 season) 

and one in Ligue 1 (2016/2017), but we find these omissions to be insignificant for 

our conclusion. Data is collected for both home- and away matches. 

 

A total of 14,606 football matches was collected, with twenty-one variables. To 

manage the data more efficiently and hopefully get relevant results for active play-

ers we choose to include only the five most recent seasons (2012/-2013-2016/2017). 

Variables were kept as before, but the number of games was reduced to 9129. The 

twenty-one variables obtained describes discrete player contributions in each 

match, such as key passes, shots, crosses and dribbles. Assigning the variables to 

every player, we obtain a dataset of 343,700 observations for the player specific 

dataset. 

 

Transfer fees contained 6248 transfer with the same time span as data collected for 

matches. The data contains transfers between (and within) the big five, and inbound 

transfer from other leagues. Transfers based on loan agreements or free agents are 

omitted as there is no monetary value collected. Transfers from the big five to other 
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leagues are also omitted for consistency. Players without game time will also be 

omitted. After this reduction, the dataset contained 1185 transfers. 

 

The unbalanced form of the panel is natural due to four factors, which have conse-

quences for the number of observations for each player and team: 

1. Teams are relegated from the top league and promoted from lower leagues. 

The impact is that teams and the players will be omitted from the respective 

seasons until promoted. 

2. Players may be transferred to top leagues from lower leagues and vice versa, 

omitting them from some seasons.  

3. Emerging from youth squads and retiring from old age will result in missing 

values.  

4. Data is gathered on a game-by-game basis. Players who do not participate in 

a game for any given reasons will not receive credit for that game.  

 

Data in football is collected by data providers such as OPTA and Prozone. How-

ever, public providers, such as Whoscored, are OPTA-powered websites where data 

is possible to extract for the public.  

 

We extracted data from Whoscored. Unfortunately, the data does not capture the 

most essential aspects of dynamic sports. To obtain large quantities of data requires 

substantial payments, which was not a viable option. Manual data collection was 

time consuming, so we turned to programming. To obtain the data we developed 

parsing scripts in R-studio and ran test files (PHP scripts) with Selenium.  

5.1 Descriptives 

Table 1 depicts summary statistics on the variables applied in our work. It shows 

basic statistics from 2012/2013-2016/2017 for all matches played in the top five 

leagues. All variables, except home-/away goal difference have a value greater than, 

or equal to zero. This is intuitive because a team cannot have negative number of 

contributions. The variables HomeGoals, AwayGoals, AccurateThroughBallHome 

and AccurateThroughballAway, have significantly smaller means than other varia-

bles. This tells us that these events are the least frequent in each match, which is 

accurate in terms of how football matches are played.  
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HomeGoaldiff is positive while AwayGoaldiff is negative signaling that teams 

playing at home have higher chance of scoring goals at home than away. 

 

 
Table 1: Variable descriptions of player contributions in Appendix 1 

 

 

The transfer fees in table 2 are positively skewed and leptokurtic (Appendix 2). 

Transfer fees lie around 10-20 million euro, with outliers such as 105 million. Esti-

mation of ln_price price is done to remove heteroscedasticity.  
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Table 2: Summary descriptive of transfer fee, player- and market characteristics  

Observations are related to transfers within the same period as player contributions. 

Nationality, league, transfer window and position is calculated based on dummy 

variables, hence the number of observations is not very intuitively represented. Na-

tionalities are split into Africa (N=109), North America (7), South America 

(N=217), Australia (N=4), EU (N=678), rest of Europe (N=55), UK (N=101), Asia 

(N=14). EU include all countries whom are EU-members, including Schengen, 

while the rest is self-explanatory.  

 

The descriptive statistics are in line with our prior knowledge of the transfer market: 

There is a significant difference between transfers completed during the winter and 

summer windows, 182 and 1003 respectively. Few transfers are done during the 

winter window due to low supply of high quality players, but the few transfers com-

pleted are often due to lack of squad depth and necessity. A note to make is that the 

English Premier League has the highest number of incoming transfers during our 

sample period. 
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6 Methodology 

The methodology in this thesis is inspired by the works of (Sæbø, 2016), (McHale 

et al., 2012) and (S. Dobson & Gerrard, 1999).  Initially we test the relationship 

between transfer fees and player characteristics. Our work will then proceed to cre-

ate regression based player ratings capturing on-field attacking- and defensive con-

tributions. The final model will be extended to investigate the relationship between 

real transfer fees, on-field contributions and player characteristics. In formulating 

this model, we will hopefully be able to determine if the transfer market is efficient.  

6.1 Model selection 

Expert advice was sought from Thomas Berntsen, sports director in Sarpsborg 08 

(a top tier Norwegian football club), for guidance and validation of variables. From 

the depth interview, conducted in Sarpsborg 08´s offices on 07.08.2017, valuable 

lessons were learned. All variables obtained are relevant in formulating a rating 

system. However, he mentioned that the four pillars he applies to identify quality 

players for Sarpsborg 08 are harder to quantify with our data: 

 

1. Ability and willingness to train (mentality and fitness). 

2. Team spirit on- and off pitch (attitude and culture). 

3. Physical ability (Stamina, speed, strength). 

4. Ability to understand the game (Intelligence). 

These “pillars” are specific to Sarpsborg 08, meaning that clubs are heterogeneous 

in valuating football players. Implying that the value a club will attach to a given 

player will differ across bidders. This means more often than not, transfers in the 

market will be a non-zero sum game as explained by Von Neumann (2004). In the 

interview, Berntsen emphasized that defenders are the hardest to assess, as many 

positive contributions are not quantifiable (reading the game, man-marking, posi-

tioning).  

 

Our datasets are unbalanced panel data and model specification leads us towards 

the choice of pooled OLS, random effects (RE) or fixed effect (FE) model (Brooks, 

2014). The Fixed effects model implies that there are heterogeneous, time invariant 
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effects 𝜇# that are specific to each player, and correlated with the independent var-

iables. Applying a random effects model without controlling for fixed effects 

through the Hausman test, would lead to serial correlation in the error term and 

omitted variable bias. The effect of this would mean that the error terms are not i.i.d 

because the fixed effects would be captured in 𝜖#. 

 

Random effects:  

𝑦#& = 	𝛼 + 	𝛽𝑥#& + 𝜔#&,									𝜔#& = 	 𝜖# + 𝜐#& 

 

Fixed Effects: 

𝑦#& = 	𝛼 + 	𝛽𝑥#& + 𝑢#&,									𝑢#& = 	 𝜇# + 𝜐#& 

 

The Hausman test shows that we keep the null (Appendix 3): Fixed effect method 

is appropriate. For additional testing, we ran the Breusch pagan test for pooled OLS 

vs Random effects, and the Fixed effect method was again confirmed as appropri-

ate. Our dataset therefore has unobservable effects, 𝜇#, that are correlated with ex-

planatory variables. The general fixed effects model: 

 

𝑌#& = 𝛼2 +	𝛽3𝑋#& + ⋯+ 𝛽6𝑋#6 + 𝜇# + 𝜐#6 

 

𝑌7 = 	𝛼2 + 𝛽3𝑋3# + ⋯+ 𝛽6𝑋6# + 𝜇# + 𝜐# 

 

𝑌#& − 𝑌7 = 	𝛽3 𝑋#& − 𝑋3# + ⋯+ 𝛽6 𝑋#6 − 𝑋6# + 𝜐#6 − 𝜐# 

 

FE controls for a lot of potential omitted variable bias, and the demeaning has the 

positive implication of eliminating individual specific effects. For our research, in-

dividual specific effects will refer to which team each player plays for. Eliminating 

team specific effects, enable us to create an objective rating by comparing strong 

teams and weak teams on the same grounds. This will hopefully give a neutral 

ground for comparison of player performance. A drawback is that FE limits what 

we can estimate, as estimation of time invariant effects and out of sample inference 

are not possible.  

 

According to Pollard (1985), goals are a random result of shots. Implicitly stating 

that match outcomes are explained by randomness, which makes it a parsimonious 
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predictor for rating football players. We believe that contributions leading to shot 

opportunities, explained in figure 3, says more about the quality of a player than 

random goals and assists.  

 
Figure 4: Skill modelling: adopted from (McHale et al., 2012) 

Most studies within the field has shown that OLS is appropriate for estimation of 

transfer fees and impact of characteristics (Frick, 2007). We are highly interested 

in time invariant factors such as, nationality/League/position, and unobservable in-

dividual specific effects (innate ability). When conducting fixed effects method 

these variables would be omitted, hence the appropriate and chosen method for 

model two and three is OLS.  

6.2 Econometric method 

Model 1 – The Rating model (FE):  

The total contribution of a team is the sum of individual contributions. Based on 

this we may obtain our beta coefficients by regressing on total team contribution. 

We are interested in these coefficients as they can be interpreted as a players’ mar-

ginal contribution in creating shot opportunities for his team. Positive contributions 

will hence increase team expected shot, and vice versa for negative contributions. 

Estimation in this manner allows us to carry estimated coefficients from team over 

to players, which give the following regression: 

 

𝐸 𝑆ℎ𝑜𝑡	𝑜𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑦B = 	𝛼C + 𝛽2𝑋1#& + 𝛽3𝑋2#& + ⋯+ 𝛽F𝑋𝑁#& 

 

𝐸 𝑆BH = 𝐹 𝐻K2 + ⋯+ 𝐻KL + 𝐴K2 + ⋯+ 𝐴KL  

 

Dribles,	Keypasses,	
Tackles,	Longpasses,	

Through	balls,	
Interceptions,	Fouls	
givrn,	Fouls	comitted,	
Clearnces,	Turnovers...

Shot	
Opertunities	

Home	
points
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The expected shot opportunities created by a given team is a function of home and 

away contributions in each game. As we model from the perspective of the home 

team, negative away contributions such as Ax, will capture the defensive capabili-

ties home team players. Negative away contributions are how we model the defen-

sive rating 𝐸[𝐷𝑒𝑓#]. The model could be switched around to estimate expected shot 

for away.  

 

𝐸 𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛	𝑜𝑓	𝑎𝑤𝑎𝑦	𝑡𝑒𝑎𝑚	𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑡	𝑜𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑦 = 𝐸[𝐷𝑒𝑓𝑓#] 

 

𝐼Z[&#L\H = 𝐸 𝑆BH + 𝐸[𝐷𝑒𝑓#] 
 See appendix 1 for detailed descriptions of notation 

 

The final rating will be the sum of offensive and defensive contributions with re-

spect to the increase of expected shot for home team. The contributions will be 

normalized to give intuitive results.  

 

 

Model 2 – The transfer fee model (OLS):  

Log of transfer fees will be regressed against player specific characteristics to see 

which are significant. Age is included because with experience the transfer value is 

expected to increase. Age squared is included to correct for the fact that at some 

point in time, football players will start to become less valuable as they become. 

Nationality and position are player specific dummies, while league dummies refer 

to the buying clubs league.  

 

Transferyear dummies are present to capture time effects in different in transfer 

windows. The model to be tested is the following: 

 

𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑃𝑅𝐼𝐶𝐸𝐸𝑢𝑟𝑜

= 𝑎𝑔𝑒 + 𝑎𝑔𝑒3 + 𝐿𝑒𝑎𝑔𝑢𝑒𝐷𝑢𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑒𝑠 + 𝑁𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦𝐷𝑢𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑒𝑠

+ 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝐷𝑢𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑒𝑠 + 𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟𝐷𝑢𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑒𝑠 
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Model 3: The Augmented Transfer fee model (OLS): 

Model three will be an augmentation of model two, which includes the objective 

player rating estimated in model one. This will hopefully increase the explanatory 

power of the transfer fee model. If this is true, then our rating has an ability to 

identify quality players, and that investors are somewhat rational in the market.  Di-

agnostics test will be conducted, and results will show in appendix 6.   

 

𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑓𝑒𝑟𝐹𝑒𝑒

= 	𝑎𝑔𝑒 +	𝑎𝑔𝑒3 + 𝐿𝑒𝑎𝑔𝑢𝑒𝐷𝑢𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑒𝑠 + 𝑁𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦𝐷𝑢𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑒𝑠

+ 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝐷𝑢𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑒𝑠 + 𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟𝐷𝑢𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑒𝑠 + 𝐼Z[&#L\H  

6.3 Model expectations  

Our expectations for the model is as following, and any major deviation will suggest 

inefficiency in the market: 

- Transfer fees are highly correlated with age^2. and age. Age^2 should have 

a negative coefficient, because when a players age increases, transfer fee 

will start to drop at some point. Older players are in general more expensive 

than younger players with less experience, leading us to expect positive and 

significant age coefficient.  

- Positive player contributions on the pitch should be reflected positively in 

the price. Higher rating should increase transfer fee, meaning our model 

identifies quality players and investors are somewhat rational. 

- We expect that nationality should not have a significant effect, i.e. there 

should be no difference in the price of two similarly rated players from dif-

ferent parts of the world.  

- Midfielders will be overestimated because our rating is based on both of-

fensive and defensive contributions.  

- We expect that investors pay a premium for attackers and midfielders, due 

to their popularity and goal scoring ability. 
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7 Analysis 

7.1 The player rating model 

For the rating model, we have cut insignificant explanatory factors for practical 

purposes; the full list may be found in appendix 4. Variables in table four represent 

significant individual contributions that increase or decrease the expected shot for 

home team. The rating model will represent player i´s increase in contributions in 

respect to affecting his teams expected shot opportunity. For instance, if a given 

player has one key pass he will increase expected shot opportunities for his team by 

1.038094, and the opposite intuition holds for variables with negative coefficients. 

We include variables with degree of significance of ten, five and one percent based 

on observations for home and away team. The variable coefficients are obtained 

from the all team-specific data, and are applied for rating each individual player. 

 

 𝑅3:𝑊𝑖𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑛 = 0.8265; 	𝐵𝑒𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑛 = 0.9467; 𝑂𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑙𝑙 = 0.8487	 

 
Table 3: Results of player rating model 
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The model is a good fit (𝑅3 = 0.8487) for modelling how shot opportunities (shot-

sTotalHome) are created. Explanatory power of the model is naturally extremely 

high as these variables explain important events in the game. Key passes are defined 

as passes directly leading to a shot opportunity, and is the most significant variable 

with a t-value of 170.01.  

 

Coefficients signs are intuitive understanding of what increases and decreases op-

portunities on goal. For instance, if the home team have many fouls committed and 

turnovers, they will lose possession and hindering the home team in creating op-

portunities. Clearances and shots blocked reduces shot opportunities because the 

away team is applying pressure.  Total long balls from home team have negative 

coefficients, but accurate long balls are positive. Away team coefficients signs ex-

plain the opposite of home team coefficients signs. Key pass, shots on target by 

away and accurate long balls away will reduce the shot opportunities for the home 

team.  

 

We model offensive contributions based on the home team, and defensive contri-

butions based on away team. This is because both have the same objective; to re-

duce the opponents shot opportunities and increasing their own. As table 4 depicts, 

home team tackles and interceptions are insignificant when modelling home team 

shot opportunities. Home team tackles and interceptions are variables related to 

their defensive objective. Defensive contributions for a given player is captured by 

the negative away team coefficients. 

 

The ranking of players in table 4 is done through the normalization defensive and 

offensive contribution. We are very pleased with our results, as it captures top play-

ers in Europe, by portraying highly regarded players. During the timespan of our 

dataset, several of our top thirty players have been contenders and winners, of Bal-

lon d´or - the most prestigious individual award in European football. 
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Table 4: Player ranking 

Our top thirty ranking include twenty-one midfielders and eight attackers with no 

goalkeepers and defenders. This confirms our suspicion that the rating would over-

estimate midfielders due to their defensive and offensive contributions. The maxi-

mum number of possible games played are ninety in this dataset, apart from players 

in Bundesliga (eighty-five games). This is because we model only based on home 

games.   

 

Further on, we see that most players included in the table are consistent starting 

players, as they are close to ninety played games. The surprising result of Steven 
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Gerrard (fifty games), Luca Cigarini (sixty-three games) and Johannes Geis (sixty-

three games) are worth mentioning. These players have probably performed signif-

icantly better than similar players during their games, suggestion that they are more 

effective.  

 

Most highly rated players are between twenty-five-thirty years old, which is con-

sidered a footballer’s career peak. There are some exceptions, with Johannes Geis 

in sixth- and Paul Pogba in thirteenth place. These players have not yet reached 

their prime years in football. At the start of our dataset these players were nineteen 

years old. During the last five years, they have become consistent starters for their 

teams and are found amongst the top thirty in our model. They have experience 

from a young age, good performance and high future potential. These types of play-

ers outperform their peers and experienced (older) players, which might indirectly 

suggest a premium price for such players. 

 

For the next model, we will include the player rating to see if we can explain more 

of the variation in transfer fees. 

7.2 The transfer fee model 

The explanatory power of the model is somewhat lower than expected, but we still 

have interesting results. The premier league is the only league which have a pre-

mium for inbound transfers, with a significant positive effect. This can be explained 

by the new television rights of 5 billion; teams in the premier league are, on average, 

richer than other clubs, who require a premium when selling to the Premier League.  
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𝑅3 = 0.1909 

 
Table 5: The transfer fee model 

 

Age is significantly positive as expected; as players’ experience increase the price 

of players increase. Similarly, Age2 is negatively significant on the one percent 

level, controlling for diminishing skills of older players. Nationalities coefficients 

are insignificant for all nationalities on the one and five percent level, except for 

South American players, which have a large positive premium. This may refer to 

biases within the transfer market, as being South American automatically increases 

transfer fee. The racial bias has been detected studies as well (Frick, 2007, p. 15).  
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Seasonality has significantly negative effects during the winter windows of 2013 

and 2016. There are two possible explanations that may explain these results. Trans-

fer activity is low during the winter window. Secondly, players are reluctant to 

transfer before large championships, as the European Championship was played 

during the proceeding summer of 2016. Transferring to a new team might lead to 

less playing time, and players are in general reluctant in risking call-up to their re-

spective national teams.  

 

Attackers are the only significant positions variable. This may not come as a shock, 

as goals scored is the most valuable aspect of any game. Attackers are in general 

more popular, and often require premiums (Neymar sold for 220 million), and are 

the superstars of the game. 

 

The augmented model is identical to the one described in table five, but includes 

the player specific ratings formulated in 6.1.  In table six we have cut out insignifi-

cant variables for practical purposes. Table including insignificant variables may 

be found in appendix 4.  

 

    𝑅3 = 0.2969 

 
Table 6: The augmented transfer fee model 

 

The new model has higher explanatory power than the previous. The inclusion of 

player rating shows that the model captures some of the variation in transfer fees, 

suggesting that our model can identify quality players.   
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Variables age, age^2, South America, Premier League and W_2013 are still signif-

icant with same signs. Midfielder has a significant negative coefficient. This can be 

interpreted as a correction as our rating model overstates the impact of midfielders. 

The variable Defenders is now significant with a negative coefficient. The reason-

ing may be that Defenders are harder to valuate, because lack of available variables 

capturing defensive skill as mentioned in the interview with Thomas Berntsen.  

W_2013 is negative on the one percent level. Players transferred during this period 

had a price reduction, but explanation for this cannot be established. S_2016 is pos-

itively significant on the one percent level. The European Championship in France 

was played during the summer of 2016, which can inflate the price of players who 

did well. 

 

By our model, transfer fee of any given player in the market is highly defined by 

the following:  

1. Rating (t-value=15.73): Highly rated players are positively linked to higher 

transfer fees. 

2. English Premier League (t-value=11.58): If any given player is transferred to 

the Premier league, he will have a price which is 68 percent higher than if he 

went to any other leagues. This follows our expectation that leagues with 

more capital tend to pay premium for players.  

3. South American players (t-value=6.38): Our findings show that a premium 

exists on South American players in the transfer market. South American 

players are automatically 44.8 percent more expensive than others. From this 

we can partly state that there exists some degree of inefficiency in the transfer 

market. In theory, teams could sell their South American players and acquire 

players of similar rating but difference nationality and make a profit.  

8 Conclusion 

Our thesis seeks to test whether the transfer market is efficient or not. Model 

one has high explanatory power, but lacks variables explaining team dynamics, 

quality of chances created. Model two and three lack important off-pitch variables 

such as wages, injury proneness, contract length and marketability. However, most 

of our findings were still consistent with previous studies within the field. Both age 

variables are highly significant in the determining prices in both models, as well to 
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nationality. One of the more interesting findings were that the player rating model 

was most significance in explaining transfer fees.  

 

We believe that the limitations are the basis for the low explanatory power of the 

transfer fee models. The main finding answering the question is the premium of 

South American players, which coincides with earlier research. Since nationality is 

a strong determinant of price, means that there is racial biasness in the market. This 

is the only basis for deeming market inefficiency. Nationality should not be a meas-

ure of quality in any market, leading us to conclude that the transfer market is 

weakly inefficient. 

 

Studying the transfer market and football players as assets has been an intriguing 

project. We hope that our thesis will encourage peers to move out of their comfort 

zone by analyzing untraditional areas.  Further studies related to ours should model 

the rating after expected goals and assists. These metrics consider how and where 

these events were created. In our best effort, we attempted to perform this analysis, 

but came short in the data collection process. In regards to the transfer fee models, 

the abovementioned off-pitch elements should be included, especially marketabil-

ity.  
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10 Appendix 
 
Appendix 1: Variables description  
 
keyPassTotalHome: Passes leading shots at goal, for home team. 
 
dribbleTotalHome: Total succesfull dribbles, for home team  
 
foulGivenHome: Foul given to  home team 
 
offsideGivenHome: Home Team is couthg in offside 
 
dispossessedHome: Home team is disposessd of the balll, without attemting to dribble. 
 
turnoverHome: Loss of possesien due to a mistake. 
 
tackleWonTotalHome: Total tackles won, for home team. 
 
interceptionAllHome: Preventing opponents  
pass from reaching their intended target.  
 
clearanceTotalHome: An action by a defender  
that temporarily removes attacking threat, for home team. 
 
shotBlockedHome: Prevention of by an outfiels player of an  
opponents shot reaching the goal 
 
foulCommittedHome: An illeagal manoeuvre by a player  
that results in a free kick for opposing team 
 
totalPassesHome: All passes. ( Failed & Succesful) 
 
passCrossTotalHome: All Crosses. ( Failed & Succesful) 
 
passCrossAccurateHome: Acurate crosses. (Succesful) 
 
passLongBallTotalHome: All long passes. ( Failed & Succesful) 
 
passLongBallAccurateHome: Acurate long passes. (Succesful) 
 
passThroughBallTotalHome: All passes between opposition players in their 
 defensive line.  (Failed & Succesful) 
 
passThroughBallAccurateHome: passes between opposition players in their defensive line.  
(Failed & Succesful) 
 

 All definitions are the same the away team, with notation “away”. 
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Appendix 2: Test for skewness and kurtosis. 
 

 
 
 
Appendix 3: Hausman test 
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Appendix 4:  Rating Model including insignificant variables.  
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Appendix 5: Augmented Transfer Fee model including insignificant variables 
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6. Miscellaneous OLS tests 
 
 
 
 
 
Breusch Pagan test for Heteroscedasticity for OLS. 
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Graph for normality in residuals OLS 

 
 
 
JB test for normality (formal) 
 

 
 
 
Ramsey test for omitted variable bias 
 
Transfer fee model  
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Augmented transfer fee model. 
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